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(Vocal Selections). Features 19 songs from the beloved Andrew Lloyd Webber classic: The Ad-
dressing of Cats * The Ballad of Billy M'Caw * Bustopher Jones: The Cat About Town *
Grizabella: The Glamour Gat * Growltiger's Last Stand * Gus: The Theatre Cat * Jellicle Songs
for Jellicle Cats * The Journey to the Heavyside Layer * Macavity: The Mystery Cat * Memory *
Mr. Mistoffelees * Mungojerrie and Rumpleteazer * The Naming of Cats * Old Deuteronomy *
The Old Gumbie Cat * Overture * The Rum Tum Tugger * Skimbleshanks: The Railway Cat * The
Song of the Jellicles.

About the AuthorSTEPHEN SONDHEIM wrote award-winning music and lyrics for theater, film,
and television. He is the author of Finishing the Hat: Collected Lyrics (1954-1981) and Look, I
Made a Hat: Collected Lyrics (1981-2011). He is also the coauthor of the film The Last of
Sheila and the play Getting Away with Murder. Sondheim was on the council of the Dramatists
Guild of America, having served as its president from 1973 to 1981. He lived in New York City.
He died in 2021.
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Laura Milner, “Cats. Love this video”

Ebook Library Reader, “I am happy with my service.. This music book came in better condition
then I expected. Thank you ”

Alisa Cross, “LOVE IT!. I mainly got this book for fun, I don't play piano for anyone anymore.
Mainly just for myself and my mom. I took piano for six years when I was younger and the skill
levels in this is exactly what I wanted/needed. Some of it is over my head a little bit, but I can still
play with it and figure out something a bit more simple to play. Plus I love that it has all the words
of every song, even though a couple of them don't have the notes.”

DR. JULIE MAYO JOHNSTON, “great book. it has both the lyrics and the .... great book . it has
both the lyrics and the piano notes so even without a piano I can sing the tune. My cat mimi
loves to sing along with me. G A classic for all ages. Nothing beats a book to hold.Raven”

Liz the Knitting Genius, “Meow!. I've played a lot of the songs from it, and some parts leave me
wondering how it's humanly possible.  Still...”

A. Mangini, “Great Condition For Used Product. I bought a used product in very good condition. I
am quite pleased and lucky to get it at a great price.”

TAKUYA SHIGETA, “All numbers. Very good.All numbers of the musical are here.”

DHoy, “great songs in here. good to have them at home”

Elisa, “Cats DVD. Very good”

Felicity Holloway, “Difficult - but worth it. If you're not a brilliant pianist or prepared to work it at it,
get the easy version! It's challenging but fantastic when learned!”

Maggie, “cats score. lyrice and score for Cats good product now know words and notes for his
musical”

The book by Andrew Lloyd Webber has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 89 people have provided
feedback.
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